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SPIRAX SARCO announces 
the release of the Steam Jet 
Thermocompressors, the energy-
saving device that compresses 
low-pressure steam, often waste 
steam, to a higher acceptable 
pressure that can be utilized 
by additional applications. This unit 
is simple in construction and consists of three fundamental 
components: a motive steam nozzle, suction body, and dif-
fuser. The compact, lightweight design means it’s easy to install 
into a pipeline, enabling overhead installations. A wide range 
of materials is available to suit process requirements to ensure 
maximum operating efficiency, including stainless steel, carbon 
steel, titanium, chrome, and molybdenum. For more information 
visit Spirax Sarco at www.spiraxsarco.com/global/us.

NANOLUMENS products engage students and visitors with 
news and information, showing that the campus and its pro-
grams are technologically advanced. For example, the NanoLu-
mens display at Indiana University, a massive 24-ft. wide × 12-ft. 
high, is suspended from the ceiling in Franklin Hall, and even 
functions as six distinct screens through a split-screen interface. 
The design features a 2.5-mm pixel pitch, meaning the 4.4 mil-
lion pixels provide a resolution of 2880 × 1536, more than twice 
the pixel count of a 1080p display. It refreshes its more than 13 
million diodes (three per pixel) at 960 frames 
per second and relies on 240 circuit boards and 
1,440 magnets. All this adds up to an incred-
ible media space. And a dazzling array of seven 
9-in.-wide × 24-in.-high display “blades” for 

presentations and television broadcasts is 
located at the Global and International 

Studies Building. For greater design and 
detailed information on Nanolumens visit 

www.nanolumens.com.   

DUR-A-FLEX, INC., a manufacturer of commercial, industrial, 
and institutional seamless, resinous floor and wall systems, has 
expanded its Accelera Fast-Track 
Flooring family with the intro-
duction of Accelera S. A revo-
lutionary product, the Accelera 
S is a smooth, high-gloss floor 
system consisting of two coats of 
a single pigmented material, each 
coat offering cure times as fast as 
2 hours. Accelera S replaces the 
customary primer, base coat, and 
topcoat, three-day process of the 
past and allows contractors to complete a full floor system and 
prep through topcoat in only a single day. For more information 
on Dur-A-Flex, Inc. products visit www.dur-a-flex.com.   

LARSON ELECTRONICS announces the release of a portable 
outdoor-rated transformer. Our TX-1000-DC portable power 
transformer is built to provide operators with a reliable source 
to step down 120/240-volt AC equipment and operate it on 12 
or 24 volts, and is ideal for powering low-voltage lighting and 
equipment. This compact power-distribution transformer is de-
signed for portability and convenience as well as durability and 
features an elevated base platform for protection from standing 

water and weatherproof construction. 
The transformer is encased within a 
weatherproof NEMA-3R rated enclo-
sure and produces minimal interfer-
ence with wireless radio receivers. The 
primary input on this unit accepts 
either 120 or 240 volts AC at 50/60 Hz 
depending upon configuration, and is 

connected through a 5-ft. cord with 
the choice of a general area cord cap. 
For additional information on  
Larson Electronics products visit 
www.larsonelectronics.com.   
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Disinfecting Wipes 
with fresh scent 
CLO15949EA

4-in-One Disinfectant & 
Sanitizer Aerosol Spray 
CLO31043EA



HOSPECO offers its broad line of SaniWorks Foodservice 
Towels to help prevent cross-contamination with more targeted, 
right-sized, and cost-effective solutions. Variations in perfor-
mance, durability, duration of use, and size make SaniWorks the 
right foodservice towel line to meet a facility’s specific applica-

tions and desired cost 
in use. Innovative, 
science-based products 
like our SaniWorks EPS 
(Enhanced Performance 
for Sanitizing) towels 
better ensure proper 
surface sanitizing and 
help prevent cross-
contamination. The EPS 
towels are engineered 
to inhibit the active 
ingredient in most 

sanitizers from binding with the towel, so the cleaning solution 
in the bucket gets into the towel and releases to the surface in 
the proper amount. Too little will result in an inadequate reduc-
tion of microorganisms; too much can be toxic, corrosive to 
equipment, and lead to less cleanability over time. For further 
information on HOSPECO visit www.hospeco.com.   

BRONTO SKYLIFT in-
troduces their Model S-174 
XDT truck-mounted aerial 
platform. Model S-174 XDT 
is a telescoping/articulating 
aerial device that features 
a 174-ft. working height 
with a whopping 100 ft. of 
horizontal outreach, and 
up to 1,400-lbs. capacity in 
the spacious 93-in. × 36-in. 
platform. Mounted on a 
“go-anywhere chassis,” the 
S-174 XDT allows you to drive to a location and raise the boom 
to precisely place the working platform almost anywhere on the 
tower. Setup is a breeze—a single control button activates the out-
riggers and leveling system, which can be positioned in less than 
a minute. Identical control panels are located on the platform and 
at the turntable control station for additional safety. For more 
information on Bronto Skylift visit www.brontoskylift.com.  

  
New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and 

suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. 

For more information or to submit a New Products listing, email 

Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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